As far as we know, none of the approaches to the fixed point index which have been published since Leray's work have been shown to apply to spaces C of the type above. For instance, A. Granas [9] has remarked that if a compact space C is r-dominated by an open subset of an lctvs, then the Leray-Schauder index for compact maps on open subsets of an lctvs gives a fixed point index for maps of open subsets of C into C. But without metrizability the spaces considered here are not necessarily r-dominated by open subsets of an lctvs. F. Browder [3] has shown that if a compact Hausdorff space admits a ^semicom-plex structure," then a fixed point index can be defined for functions with domain in the space. However, to show that given topological spaces admit semicomplex structures, the metrizability of the spaces has almost invariable been used. Thus Browder has shown that compact, metric ANR's admit semicomplex structures, and Thompson [19] has established the same thing for metric HLC* spaces. But a finite union of compact, convex sets in an lctvs need not be metrizable. In any event, we shall avoid questions about semicomplex structure and obtain our fixed point index from the classical one for compact, finite dimensional polyhedra.
1* Let us begin with some notation. Let C be a compact subset of a locally convex topological vector space (lctvs) X, always assumed Hausdorff. We shall write Ce^ if there exists a finite closed covering {d: 1 ^ i ^ n) of C by compact, convex sets d c C, ie if C = [Ji =ι Ci, Ci a compact convex subset of X. If C e ^9 G c C
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is an open subset of C, and f:G-*C is a continuous map such that {xeG:f(x) = x) is compact (possibly empty), then we shall define in this section a fixed point index ί c (f, G) for /.
We take as a starting point Dold's development of the classical fixed point index [6] If Y is a compact Hausdorff space, Dold calls Y a Euclidean neighborhood retract (ENR) if there exists an open subset 0 of some Euclidean space R", a continuous map ί: Y->0, and a continuous map r: 0 -• Y such that roΐ = identity on Y. Notice that since any finite dimensional lctvs F (always assumed Hausdorff) is linearly homeomorphic to R n for some n, we may as well assume that Y is imbedded in F in the above definition of ENR. For our work here, the most important example of an ENR will be a compact subset C of a finite dimensional lctvs F such that C = U?=i Ci for some compact, convex subsets C { c F. The fact that C is an ENR follows from two theorems. First, Dugundji has shown [7] that a closed, convex subset of a Banach space X is an ANR (see [1] for definitions). Since F is finite dimensional it can be taken to be a Banach space, so any closed, convex subset of F is an ENR. Second, a classical theorem states that if YΊ and Y 2 are subsets of a metrizable space Y and Y l9 Y 2 , and Y x Π F 2 are ANR's then Y 1 (J Γ 2 is an ANR (see [1] for a proof). In our case these results combine to show C is an ENR. Now let Y be a compact Hausdorίf ENR, G an open subset of Y, and f:G-> Y a continuous map such that {xe G: f(x) = x} is compact. Then there is a unique integer valued function i γ (f f G) having the following properties. (O'Neill has shown uniqueness of the fixed point index for compact poly topes [17] . Since for any ENR E, there exists a polytope P, and continuous maps j: 2? -• P, r: P-> E such that roj = identity on E, the methods of §2 show uniqueness for ENR's).
1. (The additivity property). Let F, /, and G be as above. If (/, GΠ Y') . This follows from 4 by using the inclusion i: Y f -> Y. In order to generalize the above fixed point index to our context, we need some lemmas. First, we introduce some further notation. We shall denote subsets of {1, 2 , n} by J, K, L, M and we define \J\ to be the number of elements in J. If C is a compact Hausdorff space, and C = {J? =1 d, where C* is a compact subset of
(The normalization property
With the aid of this notation we can state our first lemma, which is the basis of all our further work. , n}, i an integer for which 1 ^ i ^ kj, kj an integer depending on J) such that (1) *JΓ is a refinement of %S (2) V JΛ is empty if Cj is empty and This completes the inductive step. After n repetitions, the desired covering is obtained.
Our next lemma provides the justification for proving Lemma 1.
Lemma 2 is the basic result upon which all work in this section depends. Notice that the proof of Lemma 2 only uses properties 1-3 of the covering {V^J.
Before proceeding with our main line of development, let us state a proposition which indicates again the usefulness of Lemma 1. The following proposition is standard if C is a compact metric ANR, and it plays a key role in some developments of the fixed point index for compact, metric ANR's Since we shall not need this result, we shall not give a proof except to say that it follows straightforwardly from Lemma 1. We refer the reader to Hanner's article [10] , where theorems along the the general lines of the following proposition are proved for metric ANR's.
PROPOSITION. Let C be a compact subset of an Ictvs X and suppose With the aid of Lemma 2 we can define our fixed point index. Let C be a compact subset of an lctvs X and G an open subset of C.
xe dG} is a compact set not containing 0 and X is an lctvs, there exists a continuous seminorm q such that q(f(x) -x) ^ ε > 0 for x e dG. We shall say that a continuous map g: cl (G) -> C is an admissible approximation with respect to < /, {CJ > (Ci as above) if (1) There exists a continuous seminorm
e Ci (3) g is finite dimensional map, i.e. the range of g lies in a finite dimensional subspace of X. With the notation above we take Cl, 1 ^ i ^ m, to be any finite dimensional compact, convex subset of C< such that #((?) c U^i C/ Ξ C' (K 0 is as above and F is any finite dimensional vector space containing the range of g, we can define Cl -Ci Π V). By our previous remarks C" is a compact ENR. Notice that g: cl (G) -> C", and by condition 1 on g 9 g(x) Φ x for xe dG. Thus we see that i c >(g, G Π C) is defined. We shall show below that if we define i c (f, G) = v(#, G Π C), this gives a well defined definition. THEOREM 
Let C be a compact subset of an lctvs X and assume C = \J\ =l E i9 Ei a compact, convex set. Let G be an open subset of C and f: cl (G)->Ca continuous may such that f(x) Φ x for xe dG. Let q be any continouous seminorm and ε > 0. Then there exists an admissible approximation θ with respect to < /, {Ei} > such that q{θ(x) -f{x)) < ε for all xecl(G).
Furthermore, suppose C = \jT=iCi and C = U^iDj, Ci and D 5 compact and convex. If g is an admissible approximation with respect to < /, {CJ >, h is an admissible approximation with respect to < /,
Proof. Let q be as above and let p be a continuous seminorm
and ε' = min {ε, δ}; of course q' is a continuous seminorm. By Lemma 2, there exists a continuous map r:C-*C such that
(3) r is a finite dimensional map. We define θ(x) = r(f(x)). It is immediate that 0 is an admissible approximation with respect to < /, {Ei} >. Now let g be an admissible approximation with respect to < /, {CJ > and h an admissible approximation with respect to < /, {D ό } >. Thus there exist continuous seminorms q ι and q 2 such that q^fix)
and q 2 (f(x) -g(x)
) < e 2 for all xe dG. We define q(x) = max {qι(x), #2(#)}> a continuous seminorm, and e = min fo, ε 2 }. Notice that C = (J£i U?=i C^ Π -Dy, C* Γί Z> y a compact, convex subset of X. If we set E itj = C* Π Zλ,, by the first part of this theorem, there exists an admissible approximation θ with respect to
Before proceeding further, let us recall the elementary theorem that if A and B are compact, convex subsets of a topologieal vector space X, then {sx + (1 -s)y: 0 ^ s ^ 1, x e A, 7/ 6 J5} is a compact, convex subset of X. In particular, if A and J5 are also finite dimensional, this shows cocl (A U B) (cocl denotes convex closure) is compact, convex, and finite dimensional. In our case let V and W be finite dimensional subspaces of X such that range (g) c V and range (h) c W and define Cϊ = C* Π F and D? = J9 y n TΓ. Let C7 be a finite dimensional subspace of X such that range (θ) c U and define E' itj = E itj Π U. Now define F' -UΓ=i Ui=i [cod (C{ U CΓ U ί?ί fi ) U cocl (2>J U I>7 US!,y)]. By our above remarks, JF 7 ' is finite union of compact, convex, finite dimensional sets, and hence an ENR. It is also easy to see that F' c C,
, it follows (by the commutativity property) that i c >(g, Gf)C') = i F ,(g, Gf)F') and similarly for h. Thus to show that
, the proof for h being the same. Consider the homotopy sg(x) + (1 -s)θ(x), O^s^l,xecl(Gf) F'). For x e cl (G Π i 77 ')^ we know that f(x) e Ei y for some i, i, so 0(α;) G £7-, , g(x) e C", and sίjr(aj) + (1 -s)θ{x) e cocl [£7; y U CΠ C F'. Also, since subset of C, and F: cl (G) -> C is a continuous map such that f(x) Φ x for α? e 3G. Let {C^: 1 ^ i ^ m} be a covering of C by compact, convex sets da C and let g be an admissible approximation with respect to < /, {d} >. Let Cl, 1 ^ i ^ n, be any finite dimensional compact convex sets such that C c C; and g{G) c (jΓ^i C = C. Then we define i c (/ f G) = v(flr, G n COTheorem 1 shows that g exists and that our definition does not depend on the particular admissible approximation g or the particular C . Notice that if C happens to be an ENR, so that i c (f, G) is already defined, then our definition reduces to the usual To see this, just consider the homotopy
, and since g(G) c C, the commutativity property implies i c (g, G) = ic(g, G Π CO It is now easy to show that the various theorems about the fixed point index for ENR's extend to our context, THEOREM To prove the second part of the theorem, note that f(x) Φ x for xe dG U 3G X U 3G 2 , so that exists a continuous seminorm p and ε > 0 such that p(f(x) -x) ^ ε for a? e 3G U 3G : U 3G 2 . By Theorem 1, there exists an admissible approximation g with respect to < /, {CJ > such and we have i c (f, G) = i o ,(g, GflC) , Henceforth we shall use this generalized definition. It is clear that Theorem 2 immediately generalizes to this context, the only difference in hypotheses being that we only assume / is defined on G and S = {xeG: f(x) -x} is compact. THEOREM 
Suppose Ce<β^, G is an open subset of C, and f: cl (G) -> C is a continuous map such that f(x) Φ x for x e 3G. Then if ic(f, G) Φ
that p(f(x) -x) < ε for x e cl (G),ic(f, Gd = v(#> Gί Π C),
Suppose that C e J^l, G is an open subset of C, I -[0, 1], the closed unit interval, and F:Gx I->C is a continuous map such that S = {(#, t)eG x I: F(x, t) -x) is compact. Then if we define F t :G-+C by F t (x) -F(x, t), i c (F 0 , G) = i c (F 19 G).

Proof. Define π: G x I-+G by π(x, t) -x.
It is clear that π is a continuous map, so π(S) = T is a compact subset of G. Let F be an open neighborhood of T such that cl(F)cG. Since {F(x, t) -α;: (a?, ί) G 3 F x /} is a compact set not containing 0, there exists a continuous seminorm p and ε > 0 such that p(F(x, t) -x) ^ ε for (x, t) e 3F x /. Suppose C = JJ?=i C <f C< compact and convex. By Lemma 2 there exists a continuous, finite dimensional map r:C-*C such that for all xe C, p(r(x) -x) <ε and for all xeC and 1 ^i^ w r(a?)e C< if ίceCi. We set C = U?=i cocl r(Ci), an ENR, and we define H(x, t) = r(F(α;, ί)) for x e cl (F), t e I. By definition we have i c (F t 
, G) = i c (F t , V)
and ί c (F t Proof. Since Ce <β^, suppose C = U?=i C;> C< compact and convex By Lemma 2, there exists a continuous finite dimensional map r: C -* C such that r(x)e d if cce C<. As before we define C = \jΐ=ιcocl r(Ci), an ENR. Recall that for any ENR E (or in fact any compact, metric ANR [1] ) H n (E) is a finite dimensional vector space and H n (E) = 0 except for finitely many n. In our case let us view r as a map from C to C" and let ί: C -*C be the inclusion map. Since ir is homotopic to 7, the identity on C, by the homotopy s(ir) + (1 -s)7, 0 ^ s ^ 1, (ir)*, n = i*, n r*, n = I* >n . It follows that i* >n : H n (C)-> H n (C) must be onto, so H n (C) is a finite dimensional vector space and 0 for almost all %.
To show the second part of the theorem, note that irf is an admissible approximation to < /, {CJ > so by definition we have i c (f 9 
This shows Λ(rfi) = A(irf) -A(f).
The proof of the commutativity property is a little more involved than that of Theorems 2-4. First, we need some simple lemmas. with p(x -y) < δ, we can assume xe N t for some i. Let G 1 and G 2 be open neighborhoods of S x and S 2 respectively such that cl (G<) c G^. Let J^ = {x e G λ : f(x) e G 2 } and similarly for H 2 
. It is clear that H t is an open neighborhood of S»< and cl
H i dH i , so that (/ 2 /i)(aj) ^ a? for cceclffj -iSi and similarly (ff 2 )(x) Φ x for e cl ^2 -S 2 . By Theorem 2, ic^f, HJ = i Cl (f2/1, H x ) and similarly for /i/g. Thus we may as well assume at the start that f t is defined on cl (Gi), Si is a compact subset of iίi = {xe G^f^x) e G 2 }, S 2 is a compact subset of H 2 , (/ 8 /i)(a?) ^ a, for O G cl fli. -S t and (/i/ 2 )(a?) 9^ α? for a? 6 cl H 2 -S 2 . Let [7^ be a compact neighborhood of S { such that UiCiHi and let Fi be an neighborhood of S t such that cl F* c JET;, /,(FJ c C7 2 and / 2 ( F 2 ) c ^. Theorem 2 implies i^ίΛΛ, fΓJ -^(ΛΛ, VΊ) and i<7 2 (/i/ 2 , #2) = V 2 (/i/ 2 , F 2 ), so it is enough to show that i Cl {f 2 1 for x e cl fli -F : , it follows that g 2 g x {x) Φ x for x G Oi -Fi The proof for gr^ is the same. This observation shows that ic^Qi, 0 x ) and i Cl (g29i, VΊ) are defined and equal and similarly for g x g 2 .
Our next claim is that ic^gi, F x ) = i Cί (fzfι 9 VJ. To see this we consider the homotopy F: cl V x x I->C 1 defined by F(x, t) = (l -t)rJ 2 ({l -t) r % f x (x) + tA(x)) + ί/ a ((l -QrJ^x) + tf,{x)) and we apply Theorem 3. We have to show that this homotopy is permissible. First note that for all x e cl (FJ, f x {x) e U 2 and q^rj^x) -f^x)) < δ 2 . It follows that (1 -t)r 2 f x {x) + tUx) G N q2 , h {U 2 ) n C 2 c H 2 . (Of course (1 -t)r 2 Ux) + ί/i(») G C 2 , since if f λ {x) e C %th r 2 f x {x) e C 2fj and hence (1 -tfaf^x) + tf,{x) G C 2J for 0 ^ t S 1). This shows that / 2 ((1 -ί)r 2 Λ(α;) + ί/^a?)) is defined for x e cl V x and applying the usual reasoning we see that F(x, ί)eCi for x e cl V u 0 <^ ί <; 1. It remains to show that i^(α;, t) ^ x for a? G 3Fi, 0 ^ ί ^ 1. We have seen above that q 2 (r % f λ (x) -f^x)) < δ 2 and it follows that q 2 ((l -tyrj^x) + t/^a?)) -Ux)) < (1 -t)δ 2 ^ δ 2 . It follows that ^(^ ((1 -t) (hh, hj ι {H x ΓΊ C/)), we are done.
2* In this section we shall define a fixed point index for continuous maps defined in topological spaces which are homeomorphic to retracts of spaces C e &l. The method we shall use is not new, and we include this treatment for the sake of completeness. The basic technique of this section seems first to have been explicitly stated in its essentials by A. Deleanu [5] . A number of other authors, among them Dold [6] , Browder [4] , Granas [9] and Nussbaum [16] have also used variants of the same idea.
We (S) , and since r -1 (S) is a compact subset of r -1 (G), it follows that T is a compact subset of r" 1^) . Thus i c (jfr 9 r~\G)) is defined. If we write jfr = (jf)(r) and formally try to apply the commutativity property to r:C~->D and i/: G -C, we find that i o (jfr, r~\G) (jfr, r~ι(G) ) (same notation as before). As immediate consequences of Theorems 2 and 3 we obtain the following theorems, whose proofs we omit. The method of proof we have used shows that there is a unique integer-valued function i D (f, G) (defined for D e ^~, G an open subset of D, and /: (?-*D a continuons map such that {# e G:f(x) -x) is compact) which satisfies Theorems 7-10. For as we have alreadyremarked there is a unique such function defined for ENR's D. The methods of § 1, using Theorem 1, the homotopy property, and the commutativity property, show that the index function is determined by its value for ENR's when De<β^. Finally, we saw in this section that the commutativity property completely determined our definition in terms of the index for D e
